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Congratulations to all our fantastic teams as a new fundraising record is announced:

RSABI Great Glen Challenge 2018 has raised £65,637

David Leggat, RSABI Trustee, receives funds from the event sponsors
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We are celebrating following confirmation that GGC18, held at the end of August, has raised £65,637
thus exceeding the record set in 2015. The popular event has raised over £300,000 in recent years
with support from around 550 rural competitors, representing over 125 company teams since being
established in 2012.
This year’s Great Glen Challenge event, sponsored once again by Ledingham Chalmers, solicitors, and
supported by Bank of Scotland, Rettie & Co, The Scottish Farmer and Royal Bank of Scotland, saw 104
competitors from 26 teams cycle, kayak, walk and run 46km from Fort Augustus to Fort William under
clear blue skies. A huge thank you to everyone who took part, our sponsors who all fielded teams and
to the many people and organisations who helped us raise a record breaking grand total.

We are helping more and more working farmers
Emotional, practical and financial support in times of need

RSABI has seen a significant rise in requests for support from working
farmers. In fact over 80 farmers and crofters have made contact since
April this year. The support varies from those looking for someone to
talk to, opening up communication between farmers, statutory agencies
or creditors, to financial help for those struggling to meet their families’
essential costs. Whether you are worried about health, practical or
business issues or struggling to make ends meet, RSABI can usually help.
Peter, a farmer who RSABI recently helped said “RSABI take the pressure off - they are exactly what farmers need”.
www.rsabi.org.uk | Helpline: 0300 111 4166
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To meet the demand for services to people in
Scottish agriculture our total annual charitable
expenditure is around £1,000,000.

Help us help them with a donation to

our
Supporter
Scheme.
Visit
www.rsabi.org.uk to view the latest listing
of current supporters and sign up (please
consider regular support via direct debit).
Thank you to our latest corporate, business
and individual members proudly joining our
Supporter Scheme:

Royal Bank of Scotland Gala Sporting Dinner
raises the roof at Gogar with £44,000 shared equally between
RSABI and My Name’5 Doddie Foundation.
We are hugely grateful to Royal Bank of
Scotland and their agricultural banking
team for hosting such a fantastic
fundraising occasion supported by a
host of stars from Scottish sport and
international rugby.
Thank you to all those who
helped provide auction lots and
prizes and for the generosity
shown by guests from the wider
commercial and agricultural business
community. View the film clip of
the event on our homepage.
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